
DISCOVER THE
BEAUTY OF TURKEY’S
AEGEAN COAST

11 days / 10 nights
PACKAGE

Meridian Adventure Dive & Watersports Club offers premium 
diving services and equipment to provide the best diving 
experience; an array of Watersports and activities for all 
ages, and aims to support the local community where the 
hospitality and charm found in the small villages is all about 
food culture and family values. 

Sığacık is perfectly situated to provide adventure seekers 
with professional services to experience all that this historic 
and picturesque coastline has to offer, both above and 
below the beautiful turquoise waters. With the dive sites on 
our doorstep, The variety ensures there is something for 
everyone, from deep reef walls to wrecks and caverns, and 
from beginners to experienced divers. Besides scuba diving 
the clear waters of Turkey, Meridian Adventure Dive also 
offers a wide variety of watersports activities for all ages.

TURKEY.MERIDIANADVENTUREDIVE.COM

1 TO 3 PAX€ 3 971,00 
€ 397,10 PER PERSON PER NIGHT

4 TO 8 PAX€ 1 831,00 
€ 183,10 PER PERSON PER NIGHT

8 TO 12 PAX€ 1 636,00 
€ 163,60 PER PERSON PER NIGHT

The above packages are per person and 
exclude accommodation. The package’s 
are valid for a Friday arrival only. The above 
packages are subject to change according 
to the season.

Follow us 

RATES

Advertised prices - V.1 (2021/04/09) #MATurkey

URLA

GÖDENCE

URLA
VINEYARDS

SIĞACIK



DAY 6:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
PICNIC BOAT LUNCH With mezes & snacks visiting hot springs
DINNER   In Sığacık Castle - we recommend N17 Restaurant

DAY 7:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
LUNCH   At your leisure
EXPLORE  Sığacık Old Town Market (Recommendation Only) 
DINNER   In Sığacık Castle - we recommend Burç Restaurant in 

the Old Port 

DAY 8:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
LUNCH  At your leisure
TRANSFER  To Çeşme (1 hour)
TOUR   Çeşme walk to the Marina through Çeşme Castle
DINNER   In AlaÇati - we recommend Kapari BahÇe
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel

DAY 9:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
TRANSFER  To Urla (1 hour)
LUNCH   At your leisure
TOUR   The town of Urla
DINNER   In Urla- We recommend Seyhan Et
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel

DAY 10:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
LUNCH    Recommendation - spend the afternoon in the sun at 

Mukka Beach Club
TRANSFER  To Urla (1 hour)
DINNER   In Urla - we recommend OD Restaurant
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel
 
DAY 11:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
TRANSFER  To the airport (upon request)

DAY 1:
ARRIVE    Check into your hotel
DINNER   In Sığacık Castle - we recommend Milos

DAY 2:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
LUNCH   At your leisure
WINE TASTING In famous Urla at Urla Şarapçılık & Usca Winery
DINNER  In Urla - we recommend Vino Locale
RETURN  To Sığacık Hotel

DAY 3:
BICYCLE RIDE   Through the farm roads, enjoying the beautiful 

landscape.
BRUNCH  Traditional Turkish brunch at Manej
TRANSFER To Sığacık
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
EXPLORE   Siğicik old Town, castle and marina
DINNER   In Urla - recommended restaurant Teruar
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel

DAY 4:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
TRANSFER  To Selcuk to visit Ephesus
EPHESUS   Explore the famous ancient ruins
LUNCH   In Şirince
TRANSFER  To Kuşadasi
KUŞADASI		 Explore the town and take time for local shopping
DINNER   In Kuşadasi - we recommend The Bear 
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel

DAY 5:
BREAKFAST  At your hotel
SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS
LUNCH   At your leisure
TRANSFER  To Ayda-Gödence (35 mins)
WINE TASTING TOUR Wine tasting: Ayda Winery & Vineyards 
DINNER   Ayda-Gödence - we recommend dinner at the Vineyard 
RETURN   To Sığacık hotel
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PACKAGE ITINERARY

Contact us at 
info@meridianadventure.com.tr for more information

TURKEY.MERIDIANADVENTUREDIVE.COM

11 DAY 10 NIGHT 
DIVE & WATERSPORTS 
PACKAGE

Follow us 



SCUBA DIVING:
The Aegean Sea is known for its diverse range of marine life, impressive underwater topography 
from caverns, caves and canyons to reef walls and unique wreck diving experiences. All found along 
one of the most picturesque coastlines in the world.  
 
As a PADI 5 star Dive Centre, Meridian Adventure Dive offers guests access to some of Sığacık's 
most renowned dive sites. With our custom-built, eco-friendly dive boats, scuba divers get to travel 
to dive sites quickly and comfortably, whilst leaving a low environmental footprint behind. The 
variety of dive sites ensure there is something for everyone, from deep reef walls to wrecks and 
caverns, and from beginners to experienced divers.
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WATERSPORTS:
Besides scuba diving the clear waters of Turkey, Meridian Adventure
Dive also offers a wide variety of watersports activities for all ages.
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PICNIC BOAT I-FLY 15

FLITEBOARD JETBOOTSSAILING

TOWABLE TUBES F-ONE WING SURF PADDLEBOARD
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Sığacık is a fishing town on the 
coast of Seferihisar. The old town is 
a settlement inside the 16th century 
castle, with cobbled streets and 
quaint alleys full of colour. Sığacık 
has become known worldwide in 
recent years as “Citta Slow” becoming 
Turkey’s first slow city in 2009. Citta 
Slow is known as the “slow city” 
where organic life is not a luxury but 
a way of life.

Arrive in Izmir and after a taxi ride to the South Western Village of Sığacık, 
check into your hotel, just relax and prepare yourself for the trip of a lifetime. 
Start your first day enjoying scuba diving in the Aegean sea, and for non-divers 
there are many different activities available at our Watersports  Club. After 
some lunch at a local restaurant of your choice we will collect you from the 
hotel and take you to the magnificent wine region of Urla to see and taste 
some of the best wines in Turkey. For dinner we recommend dining in the 
amazing gardens at Vino Locale, located in the Urla wine region.

İZMIR	-		SIĞACIK	-	TEOS	-	URLA

Day 1 and 2 

TEOS MARINA
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Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Try Aegean Food Flavours With its many seafood restaurants, delicious 
appetizers, super fresh fruits, vegetable and meat dishes, this region is one 
of the best places to try Aegean flavours and specialities. The good news 
is that you can get a mixed plate to taste them, make sure to try at least 
one artichoke speciality. Almost all the restaurants have a farm-to-table 
ethos. Urla Vineyard Road Project In Urla wine production started back in 
4000 BC. In Urla, it’s continued to keep the local values at the forefront, to 
revitalize the wine culture faded away in the peninsula. Urla Vineyard Road 
Project invites you to explore the famous products and natural beauties 
of the region thanks to the reunion of the brands of Urla Winery –Urlice-
Şatomet-Mozaik and USCA.

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 1

ARRIVE & Check into your hotel

DINNER in Sığacık Castle - we recommend Milos

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 2

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

LUNCH at your leisure

WINE TASTING in famous Urla at Urla Şarapçılık & Usca Winery

DINNER in Urla - we recommend Vino Locale

RETURN to Sığacık Hotel



DAY 1 AND 2
İZMIR	-		SIĞACIK	-	TEOS	-	URLA

SIĞACIK

URLA ŞARAPÇILIK

SCUBA DIVING

USCA

SCUBA DIVING

VINO LOCALE



BREAKDOWN OF DAY 3

BICYCLE RIDE through the farm roads, enjoying the 
beautiful landscape.

BRUNCH traditional Turkish brunch at Manej

TRANSFER to Sığacık

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

EXPLORE Siğicik old Town, castle and marina

DINNER in Urla - recommended restaurant Teruar

RETURN to Sığacık hotel

TURKEY.MERIDIANADVENTUREDIVE.COM

Urla is a charming coastal town where 
Turkish and Greek culture mix. It has 
been the home of prestigious artists 
and artisans and showcases the true 
Aegean spirit with small squares, cafés 
under centuries-old plane trees, fishers, 
village bazaars, vineyards, and wineries.

Start the day with a scenic bike ride along charming & picturesque farm 
landscapes to the region of Urla, where we recommend you enjoy a traditional 
Turkish brunch of fresh local fruits, homemade jams, at a farm restaurant of 
Manej. After brunch we will take you back to Sığacık to Meridian Adventure 
Watersports Club, for an afternoon of scuba diving. For dinner we recommend 
the restaurant Teruar in the Urla wine region. The calm and bespoke setting is 
the vision of chef and owner, Osman Serdaroglu, whose attention to detail is 
present in every aspect of the experience. In his words, "For me, cooking is not 
work, this is my meditation”. Teruar is a reflection of this passion.

URLA	-	SIĞACIK

Day 3 

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Urla Natural Springs; there is a natural spring, known as the ‘Roman 
Hammam’ (however, there is no actual evidence that it is from Roman Age), 
but there were ruins found that dated back to the Hellenistic Age. It is said that 
the water and the mud in the hammam have healing properties, and is also  
just a great place to relax. Güvendik Tepesi;  It’s a small mountain to climb 
by car above the Çeşmealtı village to see the sea view from the top. Özbek 
Köyü; A small town by the sea, still practicing traditional culture and way of 
life. Klazomenai Olive Oil Plant; The world’s oldest olive oil production facility 
in Anatolia, and is now operating as a museum. You can see some of the tools 
people have been using throughout history to make olive oil with.

SCUBA DIVING
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DAY 3
URLA - SIĞACIK

MANEJ

WATER SPORTS - JET BOOTS BREAKFAST

TERUAR BICYCLE RIDE

SCUBA DIVING
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Ephesus is an ancient city in Turkey’s 
Central Aegean region, near modern-
day Selçuk. Its excavated remains reflect 
centuries of history, from classical Greece 
to the Roman Empire – when it was the 
Mediterranean’s main commercial center 
– to the spread of Christianity. Paved 
streets wind past squares, baths and 
monumental ruins. Şirince village is a 
very charming and historical place. When 
the Greeks living in Şirince left with the 
migration in 1924, the Turks who were 
immigrants from Thessaloniki, came to 
their place. Şirince is famous for its fruity 
wines and you will find wines made from 
every fruit sort imaginable.

Spend the morning exploring the ancient Roman city of Ephesus, stand in 
the temple of Artemis, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world, or in 
the amphitheatre capable of holding 24,000 spectators. Afterwards enjoy 
a traditional lunch in the very “cute and adorable” village of Şirince. In the 
afternoon we will take you to the bustling town of Kuşadasi where you can 
explore some more or even do a little shopping. We recommend that you take 
your time and then enjoy some of the afternoon and nightlife the city has to 
offer and have dinner along the marina.

SIĞACIK	-	ŞIRINCE	-	KUŞADASI

Day 4 

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Ladies Beach (Kadi Lar Denizi); This beach, two kilometers from town, is the 
most popular strip of sand in the area directly surrounding Kuşadası. There 
are water sports galore to keep the active happy, plenty of cafés if you’re 
feeling Summer and you can rent sun loungers and umbrellas. Unsurprisingly, 
in summer it can be crowded with both local families and foreign tourists. 
Pigeon Island, Kusadasi; Just off Kuşadası harbour, a 350-meter-long 
causeway leads out to charming Kuşadası harbour, where the remnants of 
a 13th-century Byzantine fortress (which later became a pirates’ lair) sit on 
the cliff. The rampart walls, which wrap partially around the island, are a later 
addition dating to the early 19th century. Pigeon Island is a favorite spot for a 
seaside walk, and there is a lovely café here as well. This is the place to come 
for an early evening promenade and to admire the sunset. 

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 4

BREAKFAST at your hotel

TRANSFER to Selcuk to visit Ephesus

EPHESUS explore the famous ancient ruins

LUNCH in Şirince

TRANSFER to Kuşadasi

KUŞADASI explore the town and take time for local shopping

DINNER in Kuşadasi - we recommend The Bear 

RETURN to Sığacık hotel

Priene; Hemmed in by mountain vistas, the ruins of the Hellenistic 
city of Priene, about 40 kilometers south of Kuşadası are thoroughly 
photogenic. This ancient port had its heyday between 300 BC and 
45 BC, when its harbors bustled with commerce. The silting-up of 
the Meander River caused the city’s demise, and by the 2nd century 
AD, Priene was abandoned. The star attraction here is the Temple of 
Athena, with its classical Ionian design, while the 6,500-seat theater 
is exceptionally well-preserved. KiralziI; Surrounded by orchards 
and vine-covered fields, the quaint village of Kirazli, 10 kilometers 
east of Kuşadası, has a timeless feel. This is the perfect place for 
an afternoon of meandering through alleyways lined by traditional 
whitewashed village houses and soaking up the peaceful pulse of 
Turkish village life. There are some lovely restaurants and cafés here 
to while away a few hours of tranquil contemplation.

EPHESUS
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DAY 4
SIĞACIK	-	ŞIRINCE		-	KUŞADASI

EPHESUS

ŞIRINCE ŞIRINCE

KUŞADASI KUŞADASI
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Spend the morning enjoying a 2 tank scuba dive. Return to your hotel where you 
can have lunch at your leisure at one of the many restaurants or cafes in the 
area. In the late afternoon we will transfer you from your hotel to the Ayda wine 
farm, the very first local winery of the region, where you can enjoy local wine 
in the beautiful surroundings located atop of the mountain with views of the 
surrounding valleys. We highly recommend staying and having dinner at Ayda, 
in the garden setting with a spectacular sunset. 

Gödence is a charming village located 
on the mountain behind Seferihisar, 
with history that dates back to 
Antiquity . The village is surrounded 
by vineyards and olive trees, and is 
famous for it’s olive oils.  

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Ayda – Gödence; The people local to the area make a living from wine 
production and olive growing. In the village, where organic agriculture is 
adopted, a wide variety of products such as olive oil, tarhana, grape molasses, 
dried tomatoes, olive oil soap and honey are produced and sold. 

SIĞACIK-GÖDENCE

Day 5 

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 5

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

LUNCH at your leisure

TRANSFER to Ayda-Gödence (35 mins)

WINE TASTING TOUR Wine tasting: Ayda Winery & Vineyards 

DINNER Ayda-Gödence - we recommend dinner at the Vineyard 

RETURN to Sığacık hotel

AYDA WINERY
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STAR FISH

DAY 5
SIĞACIK-GÖDENCE

SCUBA DIVING

AYDA WINERY AYDA WINERY

AYDA WINERYEKMEKSIZ BEACH

EKMEKSIZ BEACH
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Cittaslow’s goals include improving 
the quality of life in towns by slowing 
down its overall pace, especially in a 
city’s use of spaces and the flow of life 
and traffic through them. As Turkey’s 
first cittaslow member, it is a model 
for calmer and healthier lifestyle. 
Local dishes are discovered, organic 
agriculture is supported, and fresh 
produce markets are carried out weekly 
where farmers can sell their products 
direct to the customer.

Start your day off with a morning of scuba diving. Enjoy lunch on a scenic 
picnic boat cruise in the bay, stopping anywhere and anchoring in a secluded 
bay for a swim. Upon returning in the early evening, we recommend dinner at 
the N17 restaurant in Old Town. Enjoy your delicious Turkish food amongst 
the live music and have fun! The following day offers you chance to unwind 
and connect with the local way of life, after a morning of scuba diving we 
recommend for you to explore the Old castle. The hospitality and charm found 
in the small villages is all about food culture and family values. These families 
are inviting and genuine people who care about each other, the community and 
their guests. Every interaction in this community leaves a lasting impression 
with you and makes you feel like part of the family even after a short visit. Our 
recommendation for you is to have dinner at the Burç restaurant in Sığacık Port. 
Enjoy your meal, meze and the wonderful sunset next to the sea. 

SIĞACIK

Day 6 and 7 

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 6

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

PICNIC BOAT LUNCH with mezes & snacks visiting hot springs

DINNER in Sığacık Castle - we recommend N17 Restaurant

TEOS MARINA-TEOS; Marina was established in 2010, a touristic 
area of Seferihisar with a capacity of 480 boats and location just next 
to historical Sığacık Castle and Teos Ancient City, it is the perfect 
location to enjoy the  many cafés and restaurants, entertainment 
venues, boutiques and a beauty shop in marina’s bazaar section. 
Delicious Fish Restaurants; Fish is among the most frequently 
consumed foods in the district, where seafood and fish diversity
are abundant.

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 7

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

LUNCH at your leisure

EXPLORE Sığacık Old Town Market (Recommendation Only) 

DINNER in Sığacık Castle - we recommend Burç Restaurant in the 
Old Port 

SIĞACIK CASTLE
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Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Doğanbey	Hot	Springs	Kordon; Nothing is more relaxing than a scenic picnic 
cruise, enjoy exploring the natural phenomenon of  the hot springs only 
accessible by boat. The archaeological site of Teos, located 5 kilometers 
from Seferihisar, is one of the oldest and most important historical ruins in 
the district. Teos was one of the 12 Ionian cities of the Ionian League, and 
according to the historian Pausanias it was established by the descendants 
of Athamas, a mythological Boeotian king. Medieaval port-castle; located 
in a very central location in the town. In Sığacık, which is already possible to 
explore on foot, the roads definitely lead you to the castle, which become the 
symbol of the town. You can reach the castle by walking along the harbor and 
you continue to encounter traces of this structure in the side streets
that follow.



DAY 6 AND 7
SIĞACIK

SCUBA DIVING

SCUBA DIVING

AYAM YORGI

BURC RESTAURANT PICNIC BOAT

PICNIC BOAT

NO.17 RESTAURANT
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Çeşme is a Turkish resort town West of 
Izmir, on the Aegean Sea. Overlooking 
the harbor is Çeşme Castle, a restored 
military fortress. It now houses the 
Çeşme Archaeology Museum, with 
displays of marble busts, metal coins 
and artifacts from nearby excavations. 
To the East of the Çeşme peninsula 
is Alaçati, one of the most traditional 
towns in Turkey with stone houses and 
narrow streets filled with bougainvillea’s, 
boutique hotels and restaurants.

Start your day off with a morning of scuba diving, followed by lunch and some 
free time at your leisure. In the afternoon you’ll be collected at your hotel 
and transferred to the coastal town of Çeşme familiarising yourself with the 
history of the town and its surroundings as you walk between the high walls 
before finding yourself exploring the archaeological museum and the Ayios 
Haralambos Church of which was built in 1832. 

After a few hours exploring Çeşme port and castle, you will be transferred to the 
old town of Alaçati, a charming old Greek town located 20 mins from Çeşme 
peninsular. Alaçati is also famous for it’s quaint streets, boutique shops, cafes 
and restaurants. We recommend dinner at Kapari bahçe with translates to 
Beautiful Garden.

SIĞACIK	-	ÇEŞME	-	ALAÇATI

Day 8 

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Çeşme	Castle;	The twin towers of the castle closest to the sea show 
architectural similarities with the north-western tower of the Genoese castle 
in Chios. Originally a coastal castle, the building is located inland today due 
to the filling of the sea, built in 1508. Çeşme Museum; Terracotta figurines 
from the Archaic, Roman and Byzantine periods are exhibited in a hall, as 
are oil lamps and pottery. A hall is reserved for objects from the salvage 
excavations of Eritrae, such as terracotta figurines, silver and copper coins, 
and amphorae. Another hall is located in Çeşme Bay 18. In this hall maps, 
posters, flags, medals as well as objects from the sunken Russian flagship 
are exhibited. Avias Haralambos Church; It was built in Çeşme in 1832 as 
a Greek Orthodox place of worship. In addition, the church attracts great 
attention from tourists with its frescoes. Aya Yorgi Bay; Ayayorgi, which 
is quite calm in winter, hosts a magnificent crowd with its blue flag beach, 
cafes, and restaurants in summer. Ayayorgi was a soldier who lived during 
the time of the famous Roman Emperor Diodetanius, when Christianity first 
spread in Europe. It is believed that Ayayorgi, who is said to be very brave 
and fearless, killed a dragon.

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 8

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

LUNCH at your leisure

TRANSFER to Çeşme (1 hour)

TOUR Çeşme walk to the Marina through Çeşme Castle

DINNER in AlaÇati - we recommend Kapari BahÇe

RETURN to Sığacık hotel
 

Delikli Koy; Go down to the coast, to the seaside and look a little 
closer at the rock formations. Alaçati; the perfect place to wander 
around the cute, cobbled streets that are filled with beautifully 
restored rustic stone houses and bright pink bougainvillea.

SCUBA DIVING
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DAY 8
SIĞACIK	-		ÇEŞME	-	ALAÇATI

SCUBA DIVING

SCUBA DIVING ALAÇATI

AYAM YORGI

ÇEŞME PORT ALAÇATI

ÇEŞME CASTLE
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Urla’s history dates all the way back 
to BC 3000. A coastal town that not 
only hosts a wealth of history, but 
also has a strong foundation in nature 
and agriculture due to its fertile soil. 
The first olive oil production facility 
of Antolia is also located in Urla. The 
olive oil ateliars in the ancient Ionic 
city of Klazomenai stand witness to the 
beginning of the tradition of producing 
quality olive oil in Urla – a tradition 
that continues to this day.
Start your day off with a morning of diving and watersports, after which we 
will take you to experience the town of Urla. Located 40 km North West of 
Sığacık, Urla hosts the bays where the turquoise sea of İzmir is the calmest. 
As a frequent destination for gourmets, stroll through the streets of Urla Sanat 
Sokağı, otherwise know as Urla Art Street. It hosts boutique restaurants, cafes 
and bakeries in which you can taste many delicious meals, as well as antique 
shops, ceramic workshops and more are waiting for you to experience them. 
For dinner we recommend Seyhan Et, a favourite of many in Urla, is a deli style 
steakhouse where you can choose your meal straight from the butcher in the 
middle of the restaurant. 

SIĞACIK	-		URLA

Day 9 

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Çeşmealtı; is the most touristic point of the district, not only because of its 
beaches but also thanks to the thermal springs içmeler. Klizman Beaches; 
are also popular destinations with their wonderful nature that combines blue 
and green. The historical Arasta Market (Arasta Çarşısı) and Malgaca Bazaar 
(Malgaca Pazarı), which have an important place in the commercial life of 
the district, are also worth visiting. The market’s shops and the bazaar are 
historical treasures that are full of colourful stories from the past. If you get 
tired you can sit at one of the many cafés at the nearby Urla Art Street (Urla 
Sanat Sokağı), with its street vendors selling handicrafts, boutiques selling 
souvenirs, and also other shops selling art related products, it is one of the 
liveliest places of the town. Klazomenai Museum; Here you will find the old 
ships that have been restored as original - you can also visit the
underwater city.

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 9

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

TRANSFER to Urla (1 hour)

LUNCH  at your leisure

TOUR the town of Urla

DINNER in Urla- We recommend Seyhan Et

RETURN to Sığacık hotel

URLA ART STREET
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SCUBA DIVING

DAY 9
SIĞACIK	-	URLA

SEYHAN ET

URLA

SCUBA DIVING

SCUBA DIVING

URLA ART STREET
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In Sığacık, the streetlamps are solar 
powered, local seeds are grown, and 
the district’s restaurants offer the local 
delicacies that are unique to Seferihisar. 
Homemade, fresh, and natural products 
can be found in the market that is set up 
inside the Sığacık Castle every Sunday. 

Start your day off with a morning of scuba diving and watersports. For lunch 
and a relaxing last afternoon in the Aegean sun and sea we recommend 
Mukka Beach Club conveniently located at Akkum Beach. Tiers of decks and 
umbrellas cascade down the side of the sloping cliff face offering fantastic 
views and direct access to the turquoise Aegean Sea. To finish on your final 
evening we recommend dining at OD Restaurant, a wood fire, farm-to-table 
restaurant that is worth getting dressed up for! OD takes home the unique 
atmosphere of Urla. It combines local ingredients with intriguing recipes, 
inviting you to gather at the fire.

On your departure day, enjoy a final Turkish breakfast, before your transfer 
to the airport. For Turkish people, breakfast is the most important part of 
the day and is a integral part of their culture, it is a family style meal and 
everyone must be there! As a cultural element breakfast is to be enjoyed over 
a couple of hours, spending time chatting while still sitting at the breakfast 
table, sipping tea even when the food is finished. Late flight? There is always 
time to enjoy some more watersports. 

SIĞACIK	-	URLA

Day 10 and 11 

Points of Interest
There is so much to see; we highlight the points of interest in our itinerary 
that best reflects the most of each day.

Sığacık	Market; the famous market of Sığacık, which gives an opportunity to 
local producers, is also set up in these streets. Pastries, hand-rolled ravioli, the 
most natural of tomatoes, olives, honey, wraps, mother cookies and fragrant 
jams, made by the women living in Seferihisar and the surrounding villages, 
are just some of the products waiting for you here. In short, you can find the 
flavors that will leave your taste buds and the naturalness you miss here.

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 10

BREAKFAST at your hotel

SCUBA DIVING - 2 TANKS / WATERSPORTS

LUNCH recommendation - spend the afternoon in the sun at Mukka 
Beach Club

TRANSFER to Urla (1 hour)

DINNER in Urla - we recommend OD Restaurant

RETURN to Sığacık hotel

SIĞACIK MARKET

BREAKDOWN OF DAY 11

BREAKFAST at your hotel

TRANSFER to the airport (upon request)
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DAY 10 & 11
SIĞACIK	-	URLA

OD RESTAURANT

SCUBA DIVING SIĞACIK MARKET

SIĞACIK CASTLE SIĞACIK CASTLE

SCUBA DIVING

MUKKA BEACH CLUB



ACCOMMODATION:
Choose between a collection of truly unique, spacious and bespoke accommodation options – each 
one personally crafted around the timeless beauty of the surroundings. Whether you choose to stay 
in a high-end hotel within a luxury resort or immersed in a cultural experience in town – we offer our 
guests the opportunity to explore the region in a way that suits your budget and style.
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HIDDEN BAY TEOS RESIDENTIAL ESTATE GARDENYA BOUTIQUE HOTEL

MONZA	HOUSE	BOUTIQUE	HOTEL THEA TEOS HOTEL



INCLUDES:

•     Return Airport Transfers - Pick Up & Drop Off  
(for groups of 4 pax and more only)

•   Return Activities Transfers -  
Pick Up & Drop Off (from partner hotels)

•   8 Days of Watersports and Diving 
•   Bicycle ride to Urla 
•  Wine Tasting at Urla, Usca and Ayda 
•  Visit the Hot Springs
•  Picnic Boat & Snacks
•  Discover Alaçati Old Town and Çeşme
•  Discover Ancient Ruins, and History
•  Complimentary WIFI at partner hotels

EXCLUDES:

•   Accommodation costs are additional to the price of the package
•   Lunch & Dinner (Restaurants mentioned in the itinerary are for illustration 

purposes only)
•  Alcoholic Drinks, Soft Drinks & Bar Refreshments
•   Return Airport Transfer - Pick Up & Drop Off  

(for groups of 1 to 3 pax only)
•  Dive Computer & Torches
•  International & Domestic Flights
•  Travel & Dive Insurance (Required)
•  Additional Activities (Unless specified)

TURKEY.MERIDIANADVENTUREDIVE.COM

GENERAL:

•   Prices include Government Tourism & Sales Tax and Credit Card Transaction Fees
•   All prices are quoted in Euro’s. Final invoices will be generated in Euro’s & Turkish Lira
•   All bank charges are the responsibility of the sender
•   Packages are sold as a whole and cannot be separated
•   No refunds will be issued for unused pre-booked dive packages including but not limited to illness, ear problems, lost luggage, plane delays or customer 

cancellation
•   All advertised prices are subject to change without prior notice
•   Gratuities & Service Charges are not included in prices, and subject to your discretion
•   Packages are subject to availability
•   Dive and Watersports schedules are dependant on weather and sea conditions and are subject to change without prior notice
•   Divers agree to adhere to safe diving practices and Turkey Underwater Sports Federation diving regulations at all times
•   All costs for water activities when choosing between scuba diving and watersports are non-transferable. Any extra costs incured during the stay, will be 

the responsibility of the guest and needs to be settled prior to departure
•   Bookings for recommended restaurants can be made on your behalf, please contact our reservations team to make your booking for you
•   Terms & Conditions apply to all bookings
•   E&OE’s (Errors and Omissions excepted)

TERMS AND CONDITIONS


